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We have conducted a systematical investigation to reveal the stability and evolution path
of various ferroelectric domain patterns in nanofilms subjected to mechanical loads and
related flexoelectric field. Within a rigorous framework of flexoelectricity, a phase-field
approach has been established for simulating the domain structure of ferroelectric na-
nofilms. The electromechanical fields of the nanofilms are numerically solved by a fast
Fourier transform technique (FFT) based on the combination of Khachaturyan's micro-
scopic elastic theory and Stroh's formalism of anisotropic elasticity. Using this approach,
we simulate eight types of domain patterns that can be stabilized in the nanofilms. It is
further demonstrated that these domain patterns can be significantly affected by the
mechanical loads and related flexoelectric field and exhibit fruitful evolution paths. To
adapt the applied mechanical strain and strain gradient, the domain pattern may remain
stable, evolve into another polydomain pattern, or become a monodomain state (an effect
of domain erasing). The domain fraction, detailed domain morphology, average stresses in
the nanofilms, average polarization and temporal evolution characteristics of the domain
patterns under various mechanical loads and sources of flexoelectric field have been
analyzed. This investigation should provide instructive information for the practical ap-
plication of ferroelectric nanofilms under complex and changeable mechanical conditions.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Ferroelectrics have received intensive attentions for their remarkable properties and important roles in developing
functional devices (Lines and Glass, 1979). A fascinating point of ferroelectrics arises from that they possess domain
structure, which consists of different oriented polar domains and domain walls. As a result, ferroelectrics generally exhibit
properties modified by the domain structure (Maksymovych et al., 2012; Sluka et al., 2012; Vasudevan et al., 2013). The
sensitivity of ferroelectric domain structure to boundary conditions and external fields also leads to potential mechanisms of
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achieving unusual material properties (Li et al., 2002a, 2002b; Naumov et al., 2004; Schlom et al., 2007; Wojdeł and Íñiguez,
2010; Chen et al., 2012a, 2012b; Fu et al., 2013). Importantly, advanced experimental techniques are now pushing the
investigation scale of ferroelectric domain structure toward the physical limit of domain stability (Ahn et al., 2004; Kuffer
et al., 2005; Gruverman and Kholkin, 2006; Cho et al., 2006; Hu et al., 2008; Rørvik et al., 2011). It also becomes a trend to
apply ferroelectrics in complex situations (Feng et al., 2011; Qi et al., 2011), which involve inhomogeneous and probably
time-changeable mechanical field (e.g., elastic surfaces of human body). A good understanding of the stability of ferro-
electric domain patterns and their evolution paths under external fields is thus fundamental to applications utilizing
ferroelectrics.

In experiment, nanoscale domain patterns in ferroelectric thin films have been artificially created and probed by scan-
ning probe microscopy (Balke et al., 2012; Vasudevan et al., 2013). Based on transmission electron microscopy, atomic-scale
pictures of ferroelectric domain patterns have been obtained, with local responses and underlying dynamic behaviors being
analyzed (Chu et al., 2004; Nelson et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2012, 2013). Meanwhile, the issues of ferroelectric domain
structure have been under extensive theoretical investigations. These included the first-principle calculations on domain
walls (Pöykkö and Chadi, 1999; Meyer and Vanderbilt, 2002; Cruz et al., 2007; Behera et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2013), atomic-
level simulations (e.g., molecular dynamics simulation and effective Hamiltonian approach) on predicting novel domain
patterns of ferroelectric nanostructures (Naumov et al., 2004; Naumov and Bratkovsky, 2008; Zhang et al., 2009; Stachiotti,
Sepliarsky, 2011), phase-field simulations on the domain structure of a wide range of ferroelectrics and conditions (Chen,
2002, 2008), as well as analytical and semi-analytical works on the crystallography and thermodynamics of ferroelectric
domain structures (Kukhar et al., 2001, 2006; Li and Liu, 2004).

Nevertheless, due to the limitations of various methods and their different focal points, many issues of ferroelectric
domain structure are still not clearly understood. One important issue is the mechanical-load-induced evolution of ferro-
electric domain patterns and related transformation mechanisms (e.g., domain switching). It has been long understood that
the phase transition temperature as well as the dielectric and the piezoelectric properties of bulk ferroelectric ceramics and
single crystals are strongly modified by hydrostatic pressure (Merz, 1950; Samara, 1966; Goswami and Cross, 1968). For
ultrathin films, lattice mismatch strain of several percent can be tolerated to obtain novel ferroelectric phases and domain
structures (Schlom et al., 2007). Meanwhile, mechanical defects have been shown to affect the domain evolution of fer-
roelectrics (Hu et al., 2003; Chu et al., 2004; Zheng et al., 2007). However, few of reported works paid attention to the
evolution of an existent domain pattern in response to mechanical loads (i.e., treating mechanical loads in a similar way to
electric field), not to mention make a comparison of the evolution characteristics between various domain patterns.
Moreover, despite the fact that ferroelectric polarization couples with strain gradient, namely flexoelectricity (Gruverman
et al., 2003; Shen and Hu, 2010; Lee et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2012; Zubko et al., 2013; Nguyen et al., 2013), how a domain
pattern evolves in response to strain gradient has seldom been modeled and simulated (Belletti et al., 2014; Gu et al., 2015).

In general, it is difficult to find analytical solution to the problem of domain pattern stability and evolution due to the
strong inhomogeneity of electromechanical fields in the domain pattern and the nonequilibrium feature of evolution. In
literature, thermodynamic descriptions of domain patterns in ferroelectric films under substrate misfit-strain have been
constructed to give phase diagram of domain patterns (Kukhar et al., 2001, 2006). Yet such descriptions have to assume
homogeneous fields within the domains and cannot tackle domain pattern evolution. Alternatively, atomic-level simulations
have been performed to investigate ferroelectric domain patterns under different mechanical conditions (Ponomareva et al.,
2005; Naumov and Bratkovsky, 2008). Nevertheless, due to the bulky implement of these methods, the simulating super-
cells are generally small and the simulating time is limited. Recently, phase-field methods capable of simulating large-size
systems and long-time period have been applied to simulate the mechanical behaviors of ferroelectric domain patterns (Li
et al., 2002a; Wang et al., 2004; Su and Landis, 2007; Kontsos and Landis, 2010; Chen et al., 2012a, 2012b; Wang et al., 2013).
Although many works have been paid attention to two-dimensional geometries, the three-dimensional phase-field simu-
lations (Li et al., 2002a; Wang et al., 2013) can capture the whole domain structure and complicated evolution of the domain
pattern in ferroelectric thin films, with properly considering the effects of temperature, surfaces, external electric field and
mechanical loads, etc.

In this paper, we establish a three-dimensional phase-field model to investigate the stability and evolution path of
various domain patterns in ferroelectric nanofilms subjected to mechanical loads and related flexoelectric field. The flex-
oelectricity has been included in the model within a rigorous framework, and the numerical solution of the model has been
developed. With a combination of Khachaturyan's microscopic elastic theory and Stroh's formalism of anisotropic elasticity,
the electromechanical fields are adequately solved by a fast Fourier transform technique (FFT). Basing on systematical si-
mulations, we demonstrate the feasibility of utilizing mechanical loads and flexoelectricity to induce and control compli-
cated evolution of domain patterns in ferroelectric nanofilms. The domain fraction, detailed domain morphology, average
stresses in the nanofilms, average polarization and temporal evolution characteristics of up to eight domain patterns under
uniform strain and cylindrical bending strain gradient have been analyzed and compared. The revealed mechanical con-
trollability of domain patterns provides us an insight into the fundamental limits of ferroelectric domain patterns and
indicates prospective applications of ferroelectrics.
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2. Theoretical model

2.1. Free energy construction

In the phase-field model, the thermodynamic reference of the system is chosen to be a paraelectric crystal of infinite
extent (no surfaces) without applied fields. We use the spontaneous polarization P P PP ( , , )1 2 3= as the order parameter to
describe the domain structure. With the application of an electric field E, the electric displacement D is expressed in terms
of the electric field E, the linear induced polarization PL and the nonlinear spontaneous polarization P as

D E P E P P E E P E P (1)b b0
T

0
L

0ε ε ε ε= + = + + = + χ + = +

where P P P( )T L≡ + is the total polarization (Zheng and Woo, 2009), 0ε is the vacuum permittivity tensor, bχ is the
background susceptibility tensor, and ( )b b0ε ε χ≡ + is the dielectric constant tensor of the background reference (Zheng and
Woo, 2009; Woo and Zheng, 2008; Tagantsev, 2008; Wang et al., 2013). For a perovskite ferroelectric, e.g., PbTiO3, its
background reference is in cubic paraelectric phase, the background dielectric constants in the three axis directions are thus
the same, i.e., b b b b11 22 33ε ε ε ε= = = .

The free energy of the system is expressed as a functional of the order parameter field and applied fields. Taking into
account the effects of surface, mechanical strain, electric field, spatial gradients of polarization and strain, and flexoelectric
coupling, we write the total free energy of a ferroelectric nanofilm as the sum of the Landau free energy FLand, elastic energy
Felas, gradient energy Fgrad, electrostatic energy Felec, flexoelectric coupling energy Fflex and surface energy Fsurf,

( )F F F F F F F f f f f f V f Sd d (2)V S
Land elas grad elec flex surf Land elas grad elec flex surf∫ ∫= + + + + + = + + + + +

where fLand, felas, fgrad, felec, fflex and fsurf are the corresponding energy densities, and V and S are the volume and surface of
the nanofilm, respectively.

For a perovskite ferroelectric, e.g., PbTiO3, the Landau free energy density fLand can be expressed up to a six-order
polynomial expansion at zero stress as (Haun et al., 1987; Pertsev et al., 1998),

( )f a P a P a P P a P a P P P P a P
(3)i

i
i

i
i j

i j
i

i
i j

i j j i
i

iLand 1
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4

12
2 2

111
6

112
4 2 4 2

123
2∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∏= + + + + + +

> >

where a1, a11, a12, a111, a112 and a123 are phenomenological coefficients, with a1 linearly dependent on temperature and
obeying the Curie–Weiss law.

Based on the theory of micromechanics, ferroelectric domains are sources of eigenstrain. The eigenstrain components
depend on the spontaneous polarization as Q P Pij ijkl k l

0ε = , with Qijkl being the electrostrictive coefficients. The incompatibility
of the eigenstrains (which leads to an internal inhomogeneous stress field), together with the application of external force or
strain constraint, would cause an elastic energy felas as,

f c e e c ( )( ) (4)ijkl ij kl ijkl ij ij kl klelas
1
2

1
2

0 0ε ε ε ε= = − −

where cijkl, eij and ijε are the components of elastic stiffness tensor, elastic strain and total strain, respectively. To ensure
continuity, the total strain components must satisfy the compatibility relations.

Spatial variation of polarization and strain contributes a gradient energy to the total free energy. To the lowest order of
Taylor expansion, the gradient energy density fgrad takes the form as

f g P P w (5)ijkl i j k l ijklmn ij k lm ngrad
1
2 , ,

1
2 , ,ε ε= +

with gijkl and wijklmn being the gradient energy coefficients.
Due to the truncation at the nanofilm surface, the polarization is inhomogeneous across the out-of-plane direction near

the surface. An additional surface energy is included to describe this intrinsic effect. Using the so-called extrapolation length

i
Sδ (Kretschmer and Binder, 1979; Ishikawa and Uemori, 1999), the surface energy density fsurf of the nanofilm is approxi-

mately given by

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟f

D P D P D P1
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3δ δ δ
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where Di
S are the material coefficients related to the gradient energy coefficients and the surface orientation.

According to previous works (Landau et al., 1984; Woo and Zheng, 2008; Zheng and Woo, 2009), the electric energy
density felec of a given polarization distribution is written as

f PE E E (7)i i b i ielec
1
2

ε= − −

The total electric field E is the sum of external electric field and the depolarization field caused by incomplete screening of
the polarization charges.
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Moreover, to describe the coupling between polarization and strain gradient and vice versa, an additional flexoelectric
coupling energy fflex should be incorporated into the total free energy. fflex can be written in the form of Lifshitz invariant
(Zubko et al., 2013; Nguyen et al., 2013) as

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟f

f P
x

P
x2 (8)

ijkl
ij

k

l
k

ij

l
flex ε

ε
=

∂
∂

−
∂
∂

with fijkl being the so-called bulk flexocoupling coefficients. Rigorously speaking, the presence of Lifshitz invariant changes
the stability conditions of system (Eliseev et al., 2009). The gradient terms wijklmn ij k lm n

1
2 , ,ε ε in Eq. (5) are necessary for the

stable smooth distribution of the order parameter at arbitrary stresses. Otherwise, condition f g cklmn ijkl ijmn
2 < should be valid

to provide the system stability. Variation of the flexocoupling energy with polarization gives a flexoelectricity-induced
electric field as

E
F
P

f
(9)i

i
ijkl kl j

flexo flex
,

δ
δ

ε= − =

Besides the bulk flexoelectricity described above, a complete phenomenological description of flexoelectricity for finite
samples must include the effects of surfaces or interfaces (Zubko et al., 2013; Hong and Vanderbilt, 2011; Stengel, 2014). A
typical example of surface effects that can mimic bulk flexoelectric response is the surface piezoelectricity, where thin
piezoelectric layers near the surfaces cause a built-in field across the sample and the field depends on the strain state of the
two surfaces. Despite a lacking of clear understanding of the surface flexoelectricity, it is believed that it makes an important
contribution to the large difference between the experimental flexocoupling coefficients and the theoretical bulk ones
(Zubko et al., 2013). In general, properties near the surface (e.g., bonding and screening environment, surface polarization,
surface work function, and interface dipole, etc.) should change in response to local strain. As a result, a long-range surface-
specific flexoelectric field may arise across the nanofilm due to the strain difference between the two surfaces. In this
context, besides solving the bulk flexoelectricity, we include a surface-specific flexoelectric field to the system as

E f h/ (10)i
S

ijkl kl
flexo, S SΔε=

where kl
SΔε are the components of strain difference between the top and bottom surfaces of the nanofilm, h is the film

thickness, and fijkl
S are the surface-specific flexocoupling coefficients (Hong and Vanderbilt, 2011; Stengel, 2014).

2.2. Elastic field of a ferroelectric nanofilm

In the following, we consider the elastic field of a nanofilm subjected to external strain constraint in the film plane, i.e.,
aεαβ , with α, β¼1, 2. For the case of uniform strain condition (Fig. 1a), we assume that the nanofilm is under axial strains, i.e.,
a

11ε and a
22ε . For the case of cylindrical bending condition (Fig. 1b), the nanofilm is under a bending strain in the form of
x h x h/ (1 / )a

11 top 3 bot 3ε ε ε= + − , where topε and botε are the magnitude of a
11ε at the top and bottom surfaces of the nanofilm,

respectively, and coordinate x3 is measured with respect to the bottom surface of the nanofilm. The bending strain would
introduce a strain gradient to the nanofilm along the x3 direction, and would cause a cylindrical-shape bending of the
nanofilm along the x1 direction. The two surfaces of the nanofilm, i.e., x3¼0 and x3¼h, are assumed to be free of traction.

Variation of the total free energy (Eq. (2)) with strains yields the stress field,

( )F
c f

P
x (11)

ij
ij

ijkl kl kl ijkl
k

l

0σ δ
δε

ε ε= = − +
∂
∂

The second term is the flexoelectricity-induced stress field.
Expressing the strain in terms of displacement, i.e., u u( )ij i j j i

1
2 , ,ε = + , varying the total free energy with respect to ui, and

equating the resulting variation Fδ to zero, one can obtain the bulk mechanical equilibrium equation and the boundary
condition at the top and bottom surfaces as

c u r c r f P r r( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (12a)ijkl k lj ijkl kl j ijkl k lj ij j, ,
0

, ,
0ε σ= − =

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

f P
x

f P
x2 2

0
(12b)

i
i l l ij l l

j
x h

3
33

3

3

0,3

σ −
∂
∂

+
∂
∂

=
=

with c f P(r) (r) (r)ij ijkl kl ijkl k l
0 0

,σ ε≡ − . One can see both the equilibrium equation and the boundary condition are modified by the
flexoelectricity-related terms.

Moreover, periodic boundary conditions are applied along the in-plane x1 and x2 directions, with l1 and l2 being the
lengths of the simulation cell along the x1 and x2 directions,

u u u u; (13)i x i x l i x i x l0 01 1 1 2 2 2
= =

= = = =



Fig. 1. Schematics of applying mechanical loads to affect the stability and evolution of domain pattern in a ferroelectric nanofilm. The nanofilm is initially
with an existent domain pattern (e.g., pattern with an array of domain A embedded in domain B). The nanofilm is under either (a) a uniform strain
condition or (b) a cylindrical bending condition. After applying the mechanical loads to the nanofilm, the domain pattern may (i) maintain stable, (ii) evolve
into a different polydomain pattern, or (iii) evolve into a monodomain state.
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We take three steps to solve this elastic field problem. Following the microscopic elastic theory of Khachaturyan (1983)
and the procedure of Li et al. (2002a), we first solve Eq. (12a) with periodic boundary conditions in all the three directions.
The solution is labeled as u (r)i

A . This can then be readily solved in the Fourier space as

v g gg n g( ) i ( ) ( ) (14)k ik j ij
2 1 0Ω σ= − −

where g is the reciprocal lattice vector, g is its length, gj is the jth component of g,

v u e rg r( ) ( ) d (15a)k k
A g ri 3∫ ∫ ∫= ˙

−∞

∞

−∞

∞

−∞

∞
−

e d rg r( ) ( ) (15b)
g r

ij ij
0 0 i 3∫ ∫ ∫σ σ= ̇

−∞

∞

−∞

∞

−∞

∞
−

and

g G c g g g c n nn g( ) ( ) (16)ik ik ijkl j l ijkl j l
2 1 1 2Ω = = =− −

with n g g/i i= .
According to Eq. (15a), the real space displacement u r( )i

A can be obtained through inverse Fourier transform, i.e.,

u v e gr g( )
1

(2 )
( ) d

(17)
i
A

i
g r

3
i 3∫ ∫ ∫

π
= ˙

−∞

∞

−∞

∞

−∞

∞

The next step is to find an elastic solution labeled by superscript B, i.e., u r( )i
B , in an infinite plate of thickness h. u r( )i

B

should satisfy the equation of equilibrium without body-force, i.e.,

rc u ( ) 0 (18)ijkl k lj
B
, =
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and the boundary condition

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥c u c u f

P
x

f P
x

f P
x

( )
2 2

(19)
i kl k l

B

x h
i kl kl k l

A
i kl

k

l

i l l ij l l

j
x h

3 ,
0,

3
0

, 3
33

3

3

0,
3

3

ε= − −
∂
∂

+
∂
∂

−
∂
∂=

=

Eq. (18) and its boundary condition Eq. (19) can be solved using a Stroh's formalism of anisotropic elasticity (Ting, 1996;
Li et al., 2002a). Specifically, we make use of 2D Fourier transform, i.e.,

v g g x u x x x e x x( , , ) ( , , ) d d (20)k
B

k
B g x g x

1 2 3 1 2 3
i( )

1 2
1 1 2 2∫ ∫=

−∞

∞

−∞

∞
− +

Then Eq. (18) can be rewritten in the 2D Fourier space as

c g g v c c g v c v(i )(i ) ( )(i ) 0 (21)i k k
B

i k i k k
B

i k k
B

3 3 ,3 3 3 ,33+ + + =α β α β α α α

Note that α and β are from 1 to 2. A general solution of Eq. (21) is

v g g x a e( , , ) (22)k
B

k
px g g

1 2 3
i 3 1

2
2
2

= +

Substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (21), one can see that p and a¼(a1, a2, a3) satisfy the following eigenrelation:

W p R R p U a{ ( ) } 0 (23)T 2+ + + =

with W¼cijklnjnl, R¼cijklnjml, U¼cijklmjml, m¼(0, 0, 1)T and n¼(n1, n2, 0)T. The superscript T stands for the transpose of
matrices or vectors. The matrices W and U are symmetric and positive-definite. Eq. (23) can be further rewritten in a
standard eigenrelation as

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠N p N

N N

N N

a
b

, ,
(24)

T

1 2

3 1

ξ ξ ξ= = =

with N U RT
1

1= − − , N U2
1= − , N RU R WT

3
1= −− and R pUb a( )T= + . U 1− is the inverse matrix of U.

The eigenvalue p and the associated eigenvector ξ from Eq. (24) are complex, and each appears as three complex con-
jugate pairs. We use pt and tξ (t¼1, 2, …, 6) to represent the six eigenvalues and eigenvectors. If matrix N is simple or
semisimple (for anisotropic elastic materials this condition is usually satisfied), Eq. (24) possesses six independent eigen-
vectors. The general solution for vk

B at a given (g1, g2) can be obtained by superposing the six independent solutions of Eq.
(22),

v g g x q a e( , , )
(25)

k
B

t
t k

t p x g g
1 2 3

1

6
i t 3 1

2
2
2∑=

=

+

where qt (t¼1, 2,…, 6) are unknown constants. They can be determined from boundary condition Eq. (19) in its 2D Fourier
transform.

The displacement field u r( )i
B in the real space can be obtained from Eq. (25) through an inverse Fourier transform,

u x x x v g g x e dg dg( , , )
1

(2 )
( , , )

(26)i
B

i
B g x g x

1 2 3 2 1 2 3
i( )

1 2
1 1 2 2∫ ∫

π
=

−∞

∞

−∞

∞
+

Note that the macroscopic shape deformation of the film is artificially excluded due to the periodic boundary conditions
of u r( )i

A and u r( )i
B . Actually, the sum of u r( )i

A and u r( )i
B gives the heterogeneous displacement u r( )i

s , and the heterogeneous
strain components are

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟u

x

u

x
r( )

1
2 (27)

ij
i
s

j

j
s

i
η =

∂
∂

+
∂
∂

As the heterogeneous strain has no macroscopic effect, we have dVr( ) 0
V ij∫ η = .

The in-plane macroscopic shape deformation can be departed into membrane strain and pure bending strain, and
they are totally controlled by the external strain constraint, i.e., aM memb bendε ε ε ε= + =αβ αβ αβ αβ, with α, β¼1,2. Due to the two free
surfaces, the membrane strain membεαβ would also cause a macroscopic shape deformation of the nanofilm along x3 direction,
which can be determined according to the traction free condition, i.e., c 0i ij ij3 ε̄ = , with membε ε¯ =αβ αβ and α, β¼1,2. However, it
should be noted that i3ε̄ thus obtained is only part of the total shape deformation of the nanofilm. The eigenstrain of domain
structure also contributes to the macroscopic shape deformation of the nanofilm, given that the average of the eigenstrain
over the simulation cell 0ij

0ε< > ≠ . Taking into account this contribution, we have the total macroscopic shape deformation
of the nanofilm as

; ; (28)
aM

13
M

13
0

23
M

23
0ε ε ε ε ε ε= = < > = < >αβ αβ
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and

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦c c( ) ( ) / (29)
a a

33
M

33
0

12 11 11
0

22 22
0

11ε ε ε ε ε ε= < > − − < > + − < >

After obtaining the macroscopic shape deformation strain, the total strain is given by

r r r( ) ( ) ( ) (30)ij ij ij
Mε ε η= +

2.3. Electrostatic field of a ferroelectric nanofilm

A depolarization field Edep would arise due to the incomplete screening of the polarization charges in the nanofilm.
Suppose that there are other charges inside the nanofilm. For a given polarization distribution, the electrostatic equilibrium
equation of the nanofilm is given by

Pr r( ) ( ) (31)b ii i i, ,ε φ =

where φ is the electric potential, and the depolarization field Edep φ= − ∇ .
For a nanofilm under short-circuit condition, its electrostatic field distribution can be approximated by a solution sa-

tisfying periodic conditions along the three directions. Therefore, we employ a similar methodology to that used in
solving the mechanical equilibrium equation (Section 2.2) to solve the electrostatic equilibrium equation. Application of the
Fourier transforms

e rg r( ) ( ) d (32a)
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yields the equilibrium equation in the 3D Fourier space as

g g g Pg g( ) i ( ) (33)i i b i iε ϕ = − ~

The real space potential r( )φ can be obtained through inverse Fourier transform, i.e.,

e gr g( )
1

(2 )
( ) d

(34)
g r
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π
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2.4. Evolution of the polarization field

Evolution of the polarization field toward its equilibrium distribution is driven by the decrease of the system's total free
energy. This process is phenomenologically described by the time dependent Ginzburg–Landau (TDGL) equation, i.e.,

P
t

M
F
P (35)

i

i

δ
δ

∂
∂

= −

where M is the kinetic coefficient related to the domain wall mobility and t is time.
Varying the total free energy with respect to Pi and equating the resulting variation Fδ to zero, one can obtain the

boundary condition of polarization field at the film surfaces as
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No summation over “i” is performed in the first term. One can see that the behavior of polarization near the surface is
modified by the strain state at the surface due to the inclusion of flexoelectricity.
3. Numerical method

The phase-field simulations are conducted by numerically solving the TDGL equation with its boundary condition, i.e.,
Eqs. (35) and (36), together with the proper solutions of the inhomogeneous mechanical and electric fields. The TDGL
equation is solved using the finite difference method. Meanwhile, the mechanical and electric fields are solved using the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) technique based on the Khachaturyan's microscopic elastic theory and the Stroh's formalism of
anisotropic elasticity as described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The nanofilms are assumed to be under external strain constraints
and electrical short-circuit condition. Periodic boundary conditions are applied to the simulation region along the in-plane



Table 1
Values of parameters used in this work (SI units and T in K).

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

a1 3.85(T–752)�105 Q11 0.089 ε0 8.85�10–12

a11 –7.3�107 Q12 –0.026 εb 50ε0
a12 7.3�108 Q44 0.0675 ε 300ε0
a111 2.6�108 g110 1.73�10–10 f11 0.075
a112 6.1�108 g11 1.2g110 f12 2.64
a123 –3.7�109 g14 0 f44 1.13
c11 1.746�1011 g44 1.2g110 f11

S 0

c12 0.7937�1011 Di
S 3.46�10–10 f12

S 0–50

c44 1.1111�1011
i
Sδ 5�10–9 f44

S 0
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directions. Meshing grids of l l n l128 128 3Δ Δ Δ× × and l l n l256 256 3Δ Δ Δ× × are used to simulate different systems, with the
grid spacing lΔ equal to 1 nm. To guarantee the convergence of the polarization field to equilibrium, the simulation time is
set to be sufficiently long. The time step is chosen to be t a M0.01 0Δ = , with a a

T0 1 300K
=

=
. Values of the parameters in the

simulations are listed in Table 1 (Pertsev et al., 1998; Li et al., 2002a, 2002b; Ishikawa and Uemori, 1999; Woo and Zheng,
2008; Zheng and Woo, 2009). Note that the elastic stuffiness, electrostrictive, gradient energy and flexocoupling coefficients
are written in the reduced form according to the Voigt notation, e.g., f f1111 11= , f f1122 12= , and f f1212 44= . Due to the lack of a
complete set of bulk flexocoupling coefficients of the PbTiO3, we adapt the flexoelectric coefficients of SrTiO3 (Maranganti
and Sharma, 2009; H.T. Chen et al., 2014), and scale them by the permittivity of PbTiO3 to approximate the bulk flex-
ocoupling coefficients of PbTiO3 (i.e., f /ij ij

STOμ ε= , with 300 0ε ε~ ). For this case, the bulk flexocoupling coefficients are typically
small and the condition f g cklmn ijkl ijmn

2 < is valid, so we neglect the gradient terms wijklmn ij k lm n
1
2 , ,ε ε . Moreover, to have a better

understanding on the flexoelectric effect, surface flexocoupling coefficients fij
S with different magnitudes have been chosen.

For simplicity, we handle E Sflexo, in an ad-hoc fashion like an external field.
4. Simulation results and discussions

The basic idea of our investigation is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. The model systems are (001) crystallographic
oriented PbTiO3 nanofilms with an existent domain pattern (e.g., a pattern with an array of domain A embedded in domain
B). To see the effects of both strain and strain gradient on the domain pattern stability and evolution, two kinds of me-
chanical loads will be applied to the nanofilm, i.e., in-plane uniform strain and cylindrical bending as shown in Fig. 1a and b,
respectively. For the case of uniform strain, we consider equally biaxial strains, i.e., a a

11 22ε ε= . For the case of cylindrical
bending, we set top botε ε= − so that the nanofilm does not undergo membrane strain to see the effect of pure strain gradient.
Behavior of nanofilms under nonzero membrane strain can be qualitatively inferred from these two loading cases. As in-
dicated in Fig. 1a and b, after applying the mechanical loads to the nanofilm, it is expected that the initial domain pattern
may (i) maintain stable with negligible change in the domain morphology, (ii) evolve into a different polydomain pattern
(e.g., rearrangement of the existent domains or nucleation of new domains), or (iii) evolve into a monodomain state, leading
to an effect of domain erasing.

4.1. Domain patterns of free-standing nanofilms

We would like to first explore the possible domain patterns of the free-standing nanofilms in the absence of flexoelectric
effect. The equilibrium domain patterns of the nanofilms at room temperature are simulated with initial random dis-
tributions of polarization field in magnitude of �10–3 C m–2. Fig. 2 depicts the domain patterns of the nanofilms in various
thicknesses, i.e., from 8 nm to 16 nm. For the 16 nm-thick nanofilm as shown in Fig. 2a, the domain pattern is a mixture of
a-, b- and c-domains, and the c-domains are dominant in volume fraction. Specifically, the domain pattern consists of
ferroelastic a/c- and b/c-domain variants with 90° domain walls, which are parallel to the (101) or (011) crystallographic
planes of the nanofilm and are inclined at about 45° to the nanofilm surface. Note that a/c- and b/c-domain variants are
commonly observed in perovskite ferroelectric films (Merz, 1954; Kwak et al., 1994). In general, a/c/b/c-domain pattern
tends to form in thick films as it is the consequence of strain relaxation. For thin enough films, the strain relaxation is not
significant, and c-domain pattern is favored. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 2b, a transformation from a/c/b/c-domain pattern to
180° c-domain pattern is observed as the film thickness decreases to 14 nm.

Many theoretical works have been conducted to study the stability of domain structures of PbTiO3 films (Li et al., 2002a,
2002b; Chen, 2008; Kukhar et al., 2001, 2006). In most cases, however, only the most stable domain structure (i.e., the one
with the lowest energy) at given conditions has been concerned. In practice, the film is likely to form metastable domain
structures or patterns due to the multi-valleys of the system's free energy. It is thus necessary to investigate the possibility of



Fig. 2. (a) Simulated domain pattern in 16 nm-thick PbTiO3 nanofilm at room temperature and (b) dependence of the domain pattern on film thickness.

Fig. 3. Eight typical domain patterns that can be stabilized in PbTiO3 nanofilms under zero external mechanical loads. Note that the film thickness in (a) is
8 nm and in (b)–(h) is 16 nm.
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forming other kinds of domain patterns in PbTiO3 nanofilms under zero external mechanical loads. This is achieved by
replacing the initial random polarization field with an artificially created domain pattern, e.g., an array of 180° cylindrical
c-domains, mimicking the process of “writing” a domain pattern. Evolution of the created domain pattern is then simulated
to see whether it can be stabilized. We found that besides the random 180° c-domain pattern (Fig. 3a, the film thickness is
8 nm) and the random a/c/b/c-domain pattern (Fig. 3b, the film thickness is 16 nm), six artificially created domain patterns
can be also stabilized in 16 nm-thick nanofilms under zero external mechanical loads. These domain patterns include: a 180°
cylindrical c-domain pattern (Fig. 3c, the radius of the cylindrical domains is 16 nm), a 180° chessboard-like c-domain
pattern (Fig. 3d, the size of the rectangular domains is 32 nm�32 nm), a 180° stripe c-domain pattern (Fig. 3e, the width of
the stripes is 16 nm), a stripe a/c-domain pattern (Fig. 3f, the width of a/c-domain stripes is 16 nm), a stripe a/c-domain
pattern with a/cþ/a/c- domain wall (Fig. 3g, the width of a/c-domain stripes is 16 nm), and an zigzag a/c/b/c domain pattern



Fig. 4. The equilibrium domain pattern and its domain fraction of the eight domain patterns (a–h) under biaxial in-plane strains.
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(Fig. 3h). For simplicity, we denote these domain patterns according to their figure label in Fig. 3, i.e., pattern-x, with x
ranging from “a” to “h”. To have a systematical investigation on the effects of mechanical loads and related flexoelectric field,
these domain patterns are the objects of following investigation. One will see that these domain patterns exhibit distinct
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behaviors in response to the mechanical loads and related flexoelectric field.

4.2. Domain pattern evolution of nanofilms under uniform external strain

In this section, we proceed to the stability of the eight domain patterns (see Fig. 3) under the application of equally
biaxial in-plane uniform strains. The evolution of these initially stabilized domain patterns are simulated under different
biaxial strains, i.e., a a a

11 22ε ε ε= = ¼0.002, 0.004 and 0.006. For each domain pattern, we depict the evolved domain patterns
and the volume fraction of different domains as a function of aε , as shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the stability of the
eight domain patterns and their evolution paths significantly depend on the applied strain. In general, the domain patterns
tend to adopt more in-plane domains (i.e., a- or b-domains) at larger tension strain conditions, exhibiting a smaller volume
fraction of c-domains and an increase fraction of a- or b-domains. Nevertheless, the eight investigated domain patterns
show distinct features in response to the external strain, due to their difference in domain composition and configuration.

For pattern-a (Fig. 4a), the evolved domain patterns under the applied strains are irregular due to its random feature.
When 0.002aε = , the equilibrium domain pattern is a mixture of a-, b- and c-domains, with a vanishing of the initial cþ-
domains and the appearance of some a- and b-domains. As aε increases to 0.004 and 0.006, the nanofilm adopts a/b-domain
patterns. In consistence with the previous works (Chen, 2008; Kukhar et al., 2001), the domain walls of this pattern are
orthogonal to the film surface and oriented along the {110} or {100} planes of the prototypic cubic phase. For pattern-b
(Fig. 4b), the a/c- and b/c-domain variants grow throughout the nanofilm at the tension strain of 0.002, forming a dense
zigzag a/c/b/c-domain pattern which is quite similar to pattern-h. At larger tensile strains, a 90° stripe a/b-domain pattern
with equal fraction of a-domains and b-domains is formed. For pattern-c (Fig. 4c), it is observed that the embedded c�-
domains become unstable at 0.002aε = and are switched into cþ-domains, indicating an effect of domain erasing by the
external strain. As aε increases to 0.004, pattern-c would evolve into a dense 90° stripe a/b-domain pattern. As aε reaches
0.006, a complex domain pattern with a/b-domains is formed. Interestingly, the a/b-domains are found to arrange in en-
closed vortex and anti-vortex like structures. For pattern-d (Fig. 4d), the initial chessboard-like domain pattern would evolve
into a 180° stripe c-domain pattern at 0.002aε = . As aε increases to 0.004 and 0.006, patterns consisting of dense a/b-
domains are formed. For pattern-e (Fig. 4e), the initial 180° stripe c-domain pattern remains stable at 0.002aε = . The dipoles
near the domain walls tend to rotate to the film plane at larger aε , leading to vortex-like domain walls. In contrast to the
above domain patterns, pattern-f, g and h seem quite stable to the applied strains, with only moderate expansion of in-plane
domains and shrinkage of c-domains (see Fig. 4f–h). This is due to that a/c- and b/c-domain variants adapt the external
strain by moderately adjusting the fraction of a- and c-domains. Note that this adjustment is continuous and reversible,
which should be an important feature for application.

It is worth noting that domain patterns with pure c-domains (i.e., pattern-a, c and d) are found more sensitive to external
strain than those with a/c- and/or b/c-domain variants (i.e., pattern-f, g and h), although there are also exceptions (i.e.,
pattern-b and e). The two exceptions (i.e., pattern-b and e) indicate that the continuity of domains plays an important role in
domain evolution. Interestingly, pattern-c exhibits a domain erasing effect at strain of 0.002. Note that this mechanical
erasing effect has been recently revealed (W.J. Chen et al., 2014). It has been shown that c-domains embedded in an inverted
domain matrix can maintain metastable if its size is above a critical value, as a result of the multi-valleys morphology of the
system's free energy. Importantly, the critical domain size has been found dependent on film thickness, temperature, as well
as strains and strain gradients, indicating that the free energy morphology (as a consequence, the relative stability of
cþ- and c--domains due to their different domain fraction) is sensitive to these factors in addition to the electric field. For
nanodomains near critical size, the mechanical erasing effect should be significant. Moreover, under the large applied strain
(i.e., 0.006aε = ), pattern-c evolves into a pattern with enclosed vortex and anti-vortex like structure (Fig. 4c), whereas the
initial 180° domain walls of pattern-e evolves into vortex-like domain walls (Fig. 4e). These results indicate that mechanical
loads might be utilized to artificially induce vortex domain structure, in addition to their effect of inducing the transfor-
mation of vortex domain structure (Chen et al., 2012a, 2012b).

In Table 2, we also depict the average in-plane stresses 11σ̄ and 22σ̄ , and the average out-of-plane polarization P3̄ in the
nanofilms under various biaxial strain conditions. At the initial state, i.e., in the absence of applied strain, domain patterns
with pure c-domains (i.e., pattern-a, c, d and e) generally lead to much larger stresses in the film than the other four domain
patterns with a/c- and/or b/c-domain variants (i.e., pattern-b, f, g and h). This result clearly reflects that the formation of a/c-
and b/c-domain variants can largely reduce the system's elastic strain energy. Importantly, under the applied strains, the
stresses in the nanofilm can either increase or decrease, depending on the evolution of domain patterns. One can note that,
for example, there is a large decrease of the stresses (from �1.8 GPa to �0.5 GPa) when the pattern-a evolves into the
domain pattern with a mixture of a-, b- and c-domains at 0.002aε = . This is due to the fact that a- and b-domains tend to
contribute compressive in-plane stresses to the film. In contrast, the erasing of c--domains of pattern-c at 0.002aε = further
increases the stresses from 1.75 GPa to 2.18 GPa. Such an increase of internal stresses is similar to the case of a pure elastic
body under external strain, since there are no significant changes of the domain eigenstrains. One can also note that al-
though the domain fraction of pattern-f, g and h seems almost unchanged under the applied strains, the stresses changes
are observable in these domain patterns. From the data of the average out-of-plane polarization P3̄, one can see that the
application of tensile strain tends to decrease the polarization of most domain patterns. Nevertheless, there are exceptions,
e.g., pattern-a and c. For these two patterns, the average polarization increases at 0.002aε = due to the erasing of cþ- or c--
domains, and decreases at larger applied strains due to the formation of patterns with pure a- and b-domains. This reflects a



Table 2
The average in-plane stresses and out-of-plane polarization in the nanofilms under uniform biaxial strain conditions (stresses in GPa and polarization in C/m2).

Domain
pattern

Initial state 0.002aε = 0.004aε = 0.006aε =

11σ̄ 22σ̄ P3
¯ 11σ̄ 22σ̄ P3

¯ 11σ̄ 22σ̄ P3
¯ 11σ̄ 22σ̄ P3

¯

a 1.79 1.79 –0.32 0.49 0.45 –0.49 –1.23 –1.27 0.00 –1.05 –1.08 0.00
b 0.75 0.81 –0.57 0.12 0.12 –0.49 –1.55 –1.55 0.00 –1.34 –1.34 0.00
c 1.75 1.75 0.48 2.18 2.18 0.81 –1.37 –1.37 0.00 –0.43 –0.47 0.03
d 1.75 1.75 0.00 1.82 1.78 0.00 –1.19 –1.19 0.00 –0.98 –0.98 0.00
e 1.75 1.75 0.00 1.98 1.98 0.00 1.48 1.60 0.00 0.26 0.08 0.00
f 0.12 1.34 –0.64 0.06 1.54 –0.58 0.03 1.75 –0.53 0.01 1.73 –0.46
g 0.31 1.37 0.00 0.13 1.52 0.00 0.06 1.63 0.00 –0.02 1.47 0.00
h 0.25 0.24 –0.58 0.15 0.13 –0.50 0.06 0.04 –0.42 –0.11 –0.13 –0.32
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Fig. 5. The equilibrium domain pattern and its domain fraction of the eight domain patterns (a–h) under cylindrical bending conditions. (i) The initial state,
(ii) the upward bending state ( f 0ij = ), (iii) the unbending state ( f 0ij ≠ ), (iv) the upward bending state ( f 0ij ≠ ), and (v) the downward bending state
( f 0ij ≠ ).
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large charge transfer across the electrodes on the nanofilms with these domain patterns under external strains.
4.3. Domain pattern evolution of nanofilms under cylindrical bending: effect of strain gradient and bulk flexoelectricity

We further investigate how strain gradient affects the stability and evolution of the eight domain patterns shown in
Fig. 3. To see this, we apply cylindrical bending strain to the nanofilms with these initially stabilized domain patterns. As
already pointed out, not only strain gradient but also related flexoelectric field should have impact on the domain stability
and evolution. In the following, we conduct simulations with the inclusion of the bulk flexoelectricity. Note that the domain
pattern evolution depends on the bending direction if the flexoelectric field is included. Therefore, we consider both upward
bending and downward bending.

The equilibrium domain patterns and the corresponding domain fraction of the nanofilms with the eight initial domain
patterns under different bending conditions are depicted in Fig. 5a–h. In each figure, the domain patterns of (i) the initial
state, (ii) the upward bending state ( f 0ij = ), (iii) the unbending state ( f 0ij ≠ ), (iv) the upward bending state ( f 0ij ≠ ), and
(v) the downward bending state ( f 0ij ≠ ) are depicted. Note that the domain patterns of the bending states ( f 0ij ≠ ) are
simulated with the domain patterns of the unbending states ( f 0ij ≠ ) as the initial inputs. The surface-specific flexoelectric
field is assumed to be zero to explore the pure bulk flexoelectric effect. For the bending cases, the absolute surface strain topε
and botε are 0.01.

Similar to the case of uniform strain, result shows that strain gradient can also influence the stability of the domain
patterns. Particularly, the effect of strain gradient is also found strongly dependent on the specific initial domain pattern.
Firstly, we find that pure strain gradient ( f 0ij = ) seems to have small effect on most domain patterns except for two domain
patterns with specific configuration of 180° c-domains, i.e., pattern-a and c. For these two domain patterns (see Fig. 5a and
c), the bending leads to the effect of domain erasing, indicating that the relative stability of the cþ and c- is also modified by
the strain gradient. The domain erasing effect is similar to that of uniform strain previously found in pattern-c (see Fig. 4c).
Comparing Figs. 4a and 5a, one can also see that the erasing of cþ-domains by the strain gradient is not accompanied with
the appearance of a- and b-domains, due to the zero membrane strain. For other two domain patterns with 180° c-domains,
i.e., pattern-d and e, the erasing effect is not observed, indicating that a moderate difference in the volume fraction of the cþ

and c� domains is necessary for the erasing of 180° c-domain pattern if there is negligible flexoelectric field.
Comparing the domain patterns shown in column (i) and column (iii) in Fig. 5, we can see that most domain patterns at

the unbending state ( f 0ij ≠ ) are almost the same with the initial domain patterns ( f 0ij = ), except pattern-b. In the presence
of bulk flexoelectric effect, pattern-b evolves into a dense zigzag a/c/b/c-domain pattern, which is very similar to pattern-h,
indicating that the presence of bulk flexoelectricity favors a/c- and b/c-domain variants. This exceptional behavior of pat-
tern-b from its similarities pattern-f, g, and h again reflects the important role of domain continuity in domain evolution. For
the bending cases with f 0ij ≠ , pattern-a, c and e are most significantly affected. Meanwhile, other domain patterns, par-
ticularly those with a/c- and/or b/c-domain variants, seem to be stable under the bending, with only slight change in the
domain fraction. Note that both the upward and downward bending ( f 0ij ≠ ) induce a small fraction of a-domains in pat-
tern-e. Importantly, under the upward bending ( f 0ij ≠ ), pattern-a and c evolve into c monodomain states, yet the poling
directions of the states are opposite. Meanwhile, under downward bending ( f 0ij ≠ ), pattern-c also evolves into a c
monodomain state, which is the same as the one obtained under upward bending. Note that the poling effect of flexoelectric
field on ferroelectric domain has been observed in previous works (Gruverman et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2011). Nevertheless,
our results seem strange as the poled domain state is not necessary in the direction of the flexoelectric field. These strange
results actually originate from the fact that flexoelectricity not only contributes a flexoelectric field inside the film, but also
modifies the boundary condition of polarization (see Eq. (36)). In our case of cylindrical bending strain top botε ε= − , the
boundary condition favors the polarization near the surface to be in the opposite direction to the strain gradient, which is
against the effect of the flexoelectric field. Moreover, as previously shown, domain fraction also plays an important role in
domain erasing. The domain evolution of the nanofilms is thus a complicated result of the effects of boundary condition,
bulk flexoelectric field and domain morphology.

The average in-plane stresses 11σ̄ and 22σ̄ , and the average out-of-plane polarization P3̄ in the nanofilms under various
bending conditions are listed in Table 3. Compared with the data of the initial states shown in Table 2, domain patterns at
the unbending state ( f 0ij ≠ ) exhibit almost the same stresses and polarization with their initial states, except pattern-b. Due
to the evolution of pattern-b into a zigzag a/c/b/c-domain pattern in the presence of flexoelectric effect, there is a large
decrease of the stresses from about 0.8 GPa to 0.2 GPa. Moreover, the change of stresses in the nanofilms under bending
conditions is generally small, due to the zero membrane strain and the small domain change of most domain patterns. For
pattern-a and c, although they exhibit significant domain erasing effect under the bending conditions, the domain evolution
only causes a small increase (o0.2 GPa) of the stresses in the nanofilms. For pattern-e under bending conditions ( f 0ij ≠ ), a
large decrease of 11σ̄ is observed due to the appearance of a-domains. Comparing the data of the average out-of-plane
polarization of the domain patterns under the three bending conditions, one can also note that the polarization changes are
small for most domain patterns (except pattern-a) due to the relatively small effect of bulk flexoelectricity on domain
evolution.



Table 3
The average in-plane stresses and out-of-plane polarization in the nanofilms under cylindrical bending conditions (stresses in GPa and polarization in C/m2).

Domain pattern Unbending state ( f 0ij ≠ ) Upward bending ( f 0ij = ) Upward bending ( f 0ij ≠ ) Downward bending ( f 0ij ≠ )

11σ̄ 22σ̄ P3
¯ 11σ̄ 22σ̄ P3

¯ 11σ̄ 22σ̄ P3
¯ 11σ̄ 22σ̄ P3

¯

a 1.79 1.79 –0.32 1.91 1.91 –0.84 1.93 1.93 –0.84 1.78 1.81 0.27
b 0.19 0.20 –0.57 0.46 0.72 –0.56 0.19 0.24 –0.58 0.11 0.17 –0.56
c 1.76 1.76 0.50 1.94 1.94 0.84 1.93 1.93 0.84 1.94 1.94 0.84
d 1.76 1.76 0.00 1.25 1.51 0.00 1.69 1.73 –0.03 1.69 1.73 0.03
e 1.76 1.76 0.00 1.75 1.75 0.00 0.81 1.35 –0.05 0.81 1.35 0.05
f 0.09 1.34 –0.63 0.10 1.33 –0.64 0.09 1.34 –0.64 0.02 1.31 –0.63
g 0.25 1.36 0.00 0.26 1.35 0.00 0.16 1.34 –0.01 0.17 1.34 0.01
h 0.23 0.22 –0.58 0.20 0.24 –0.58 0.22 0.25 –0.58 0.15 0.19 –0.57
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Fig. 6. The equilibrium domain patterns of the six regular domain patterns (c–h) under cylindrical bending conditions with different magnitudes of surface
flexoelectric field ( f12

S in range from 0 to 50 V).
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4.4. Domain pattern evolution of nanofilms under a surface flexoelectric field

To have a better understanding of flexoelectric effect, in this section, we would like to consider the situation where the
bending nanofilm is subjected to not only a bulk flexoelectric field but also a surface-specific flexoelectric field due to the
strain difference between the top and bottom surfaces. Due to the uncertainty of the surface flexocoupling coefficients, we
analyze the domain pattern evolution of the nanofilms under cylindrical bending conditions with different magnitudes of
surface-specific flexoelectric field (i.e., f12

S takes values from 0 V to 50 V, which is found sufficient to switch all the domain
patterns into a monodomain state). The nanofilms are simulated under both upward bending and downward bending with
the absolute surface strain topε and botε being 0.01. The domain fraction, detailed domain morphology, average stresses in the
films, average polarization and temporal evolution characteristics of six regular domain patterns (i.e., pattern-c to h) under
cylindrical bending have been analyzed. The investigation can also provide us an insight into the combination effect of strain
gradient and external electric field on the evolution of these domain patterns.

The evolved domain patterns of the nanofilms with existent pattern-c to h under cylindrical bending conditions with
different magnitudes of surface flexoelectric field ( f 5V12

S = to 50 V in a step of 5 V) are depicted in Fig. 6. It can be seen that
the magnitude of surface flexoelectric field plays an important role in determining the stability and evolution of the six
domain patterns. As expected, the necessary surface flexoelectric field to switch the domain pattern into c monodomain
state depends on the specific domain pattern. In general, patterns with pure c-domains (i.e., pattern-c, d and e) are found
much easier to be switched into monodomain state than patterns with a/c- and/or b/c-domain variants (i.e., pattern-f, g and
h). This is due to the fact that patterns with a/c- and/or b/c-domain variants can adapt to the surface flexoelectric field
through the gentle adjustment of a- b- and c-domain fraction in a similar way to the case when they are under mechanical



Fig. 7. Temporal evolution of pattern-c, i.e., the cylindrical domain pattern with 180° c-domains. Evolution of the domain morphology under (a) upward
bending and (b) downward bending. Domain fraction as a function of time step under (c) upward bending and (d) downward bending. Average in-plane
stresses and out-of-plane polarization in the nanofilms under (e) upward bending and (f) downward bending.
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strain (Fig. 3f–h). Note also that, even for the same domain pattern, the domain evolution at the same surface flexoelectric
field may differ largely according to the bending direction (see, e.g., pattern-c and pattern-f) due to the asymmetry of the
domain pattern. Interestingly, due to the distinct domain fraction of cþ- and c--domains of pattern-c, there is a competition
between the effects of domain fraction (tends to erase c--domains) and surface flexoelectric field (favors the domain parallel
to its direction). As a consequence, pattern-c tends to be switched into cþ monodomain state at small surface flexoelectric
field due to the dominant effect of domain fraction (see, cases of f 5V12

S = in Fig. 6 and f 0V12
S = previously shown in Fig. 5c).

Meanwhile, under downward bending condition, it can be switched into cþ or c- monodomain state, or maintains a
polydomain state, depending on the magnitude of the surface flexoelectric field. A distinct dependence on bending direction



Fig. 8. Temporal evolution of pattern-d, i.e., the chess-board-like domain pattern with 180° c-domains. Evolution of the domain morphology under
(a) upward bending and (b) downward bending. Domain fraction as a function of time step under (c) upward bending and (d) downward bending. Average
in-plane stresses and out-of-plane polarization in the nanofilms under (e) upward bending and (f) downward bending.
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is also found in pattern-f. For this pattern, it is switched into cþ monodomain state under upward bending when f12
S reaches

45 V, which is much larger than the necessary magnitude of f12
S to switch it into c- monodomain state under downward

bending ( f 20V12
S = ).

Fig. 7 depicts the domain evolution process of pattern-c, i.e., the pattern with an array of cylindrical c--domains em-
bedded in cþ-domains, under a surface flexoelectric field ( f 50V12

S = ). For the upward bending case, as shown in Fig. 7a and
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c, the initial domain pattern is not stable and evolves into cþ monodomain state, as the c--domains are against the surface
flexoelectric field. The erasing of c--domains is accomplished by the continuous shrinking of the domains. The shrinking
velocity of c--domains is almost constant during the evolution, as indicated by the linear time-dependence of the domain
fraction. Different from the upward bending case, a downward bending transforms the initial domain pattern into c-

monodomain state (Fig. 7b and d). The process is accompanied with the expansion of c--domains as they are favored by
the flexoelectric field. Note that a small fraction of a-domains appears during the evolution. Moreover, the switching
of cþ-domains is not in constant velocity and takes a longer time than that of c--domains in the upward bending case due to
Fig. 9. Temporal evolution of pattern-e, i.e., the stripe domain pattern with 180° c-domains. Evolution of the domain morphology under (a) upward
bending and (b) downward bending. Domain fraction as a function of time step under (c) upward bending and (d) downward bending. Average in-plane
stresses and out-of-plane polarization in the nanofilms under (e) upward bending and (f) downward bending.
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the larger volume fraction of cþ-domains than c--domains. From the plots of the average in-plane stresses ( 11σ̄ and 22σ̄ ) and
the average out-of-plane polarization P3̄ in the films under the two bending conditions (Fig. 7e and f), one can see that the
domain switching of the two bending cases increases the average in-plane stresses from �1.75Ga to �2.2 GPa due to the
increase of P3̄ after switching. Nevertheless, for the upward bending case, the stresses keep almost the same magnitude
with each other and monotonously increase. Meanwhile, for the downward bending case, the stresses firstly decrease and
reach a basin region of small polarization, with 11σ̄ in a smaller magnitude than 22σ̄ . The basin region is believed to be caused
by the appearance of a-domains during the switching (see Fig. 7b and d).

As shown in Fig. 8a and c, the domain evolution process of the chess-board-like pattern-d under upward bending
Fig. 10. Temporal evolution of pattern-f, i.e., the stripe domain pattern with a/c domain variants. Evolution of the domain morphology under (a) upward
bending and (b) downward bending. Domain fraction as a function of time step under (c) upward bending and (d) downward bending. Average in-plane
stresses and out-of-plane polarization in the nanofilms under (e) upward bending and (f) downward bending.
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condition ( f 50V12
S = ) is similar to that of pattern-c. The erasing of c--domains is also accomplished by the continuous

shrinking of the domains, and the shrinking velocity of c--domains is almost constant. Nevertheless, the evolution of stresses
at the beginning of pattern-d is different from pattern-c. During the evolution (Fig. 8e), the average in-plane stresses in the
filmwould first decrease a little bit at the beginning and then increase linearly with the increase of polarization. The stresses
keep almost the same magnitude with each other (with 11σ̄ slightly larger than 22σ̄ ), indicating that the domain switching
proceeds without the apparent formation of a-domains. Moreover, due to the equal volume fraction of c--domains and cþ-
domains of the initial domain pattern, the evolution process of downward bending case (Fig. 8b, d and f) is similar to the
upward bending case, except that the temporal domain patterns of the two cases are always in opposite directions.

The domain evolution process of the stripe 180° c-domain pattern, i.e., pattern-e, under cylindrical bending with a
surface flexoelectric field ( f 50V12

S = ) is depicted in Fig. 9. Results of upward and downward bending cases are similar. In
contrast with the previous investigated bending cases with a moderate bulk flexoelectric effect (Fig. 5e), the surface
flexoelectric field is large enough to switch the initial domain pattern into monodomain states. Interestingly, the temporal
evolution curves of the volume fraction of domains (Fig. 9c and d) are highly nonlinear and have a number of steps. The
domain evolution is actually accomplished with the creeping of the domain walls through the grid. Each step corresponds to
the movement of domain wall by one grid point. It should be pointed out that this “step by step” behavior might be artificial
and reflect the numerical grid pinning effect. We found that this “step by step” behavior is still observable in simulation with
finer numerical grids of 0.5 nm and 0.2 nm spacing. We are not sure if similar lattice-mediated behavior of domain wall
mobility can be observed in real systems due to the discrete crystal lattice. Moreover, corresponding to the domain evo-
lution, the average in-plane stresses and out-of-plane polarization in the nanofilm also exhibit highly nonlinear time-de-
pendence (Fig. 9e and f). Particularly, the temporal curves of average stresses exhibit jagged feature. It would be very
interesting if such weird changes of stresses indeed exist.

The application of upward bending with a surface flexoelectric field ( f 50V12
S = ) would switch pattern-f (i.e., the stripe

90° aþ/c�-domain pattern) into cþ monodomain state (Fig. 10a and c). This transformation is accomplished by two stages.
At the first stage, the domain pattern maintains aþ/c�-domain configuration, with continuous expansion of aþ-domains
and shrinkage of c�-domains. Consequently, the volume fraction of aþ-domains (c�-domains) gradually increases (de-
creases). The second stage is a transformation to cþ domains, when the relative ratio of aþ-domains and c�-domains
reaches about 2. This stage proceeds with a rapid decrease of the fraction of both aþ-domains and c�-domains. From the
plots of the average in-plane stresses and out-of-plane polarization (see Fig. 10e), one can also see the average stresses (note
that 11σ̄ is much smaller than 22σ̄ for the domain pattern due to the aþ-domains) decrease smoothly in the first stage due to
the growth of aþ-domains, and increase rapidly during the second stage. The two-stage feature is also reflected in the
evolution of the average out-of-plane polarization. It should be pointed out that the stress changes in the nanofilm during
the switching of pattern-f under upward bending are very large (the change of 11σ̄ exceeds 3.5 GPa). It indicates a potential
application of this domain pattern in mechanical actuators and sensors. For the case of downward bending (Fig. 10b, d and f),
the pattern would evolve into c- monodomain state. As the flexoelectric field is in the same direction of initial c�-domains,
this process is much simpler than the upward bending case and is accomplished by the shrinkage of aþ-domains. Corre-
spondingly, the evolution curves of the average in-plane stresses and out-of-plane polarization in the film exhibit a linear
feature. The different features of the upward and downward bending cases should be important for the application of this
domain pattern.

Compared with pattern-f, the domain evolution process of pattern-g (i.e., the stripe a/c-domain pattern with a/cþ/a/c�

domain wall) under bending with a surface flexoelectric field ( f 50V12
S = ) is much more complicated, as it has both a/cþ- and

a/c�-domain variants (see Fig. 11). In general, the two domain variants exhibit different behaviors (particularly the evolution
time) in response to the bending loads, leading to the appearance of distinct stages of the whole evolution. For the upward
bending case (Fig. 11a, c and e), the a/cþ-domain region would firstly transform into cþ-domain. This process is similar to
that of pattern-f under downward bending. During this stage, a continuous expansion of a-domains and shrinkage of c�-
domains also happen in the a/c�-domain region. After this stage, the a/c--domain region gradually evolves into cþ-domain.
As the a/c�-domain region is surrounded by the cþ-domain region, the switching of the a/c�-domain region is different
from that of pattern-f under upward bending. The switching is accompanied with the expansion of the cþ-domain region
and shrinkage of the a/c�-domain region. As a result, the temporal evolution curves of the domain fraction, average in-plane
stresses and average out-of-plane polarization in the film are highly nonlinear. Note also that due to coexistence of a/cþ-
and a/c�-domain variants, the stress changes during the evolution of pattern-g are less significant than pattern-f. Moreover,
the process of downward bending case is found quite similar to the upward bending case (Fig. 11b–d).

For the case of pattern-h, which consists of zigzag a/c/b/c-domain variants, its temporal evolution under cylindrical
bending with a large surface flexoelectric field ( f 50V12

S = ) is also investigated. As shown in Fig. 12, under this flexoelectric
field, both upward bending and downward bending can switch the domain pattern into monodomain state. The evolution is
similar to that of pattern-f (Fig. 10). For the upward bending case as shown in Fig. 12a, the switching is accomplished by two
stages, i.e., first a gradual increase (decrease) of the in-plane (c�-) domains and second a transformation to cþ-domains.
Interestingly, although the aþ- and bþ-domains are initially equivalent, their evolution paths become different as the time
proceeds (Fig. 12c). Moreover, plots of the average in-plane stresses and out-of-plane polarization (Fig. 12e) are found quite
similar to those of pattern-f (see Fig. 10e). The average stresses in the nanofilm also decrease smoothly in the first stage and
increase rapidly in the second stage, leading to large changes of the stresses during the evolution. Nevertheless, in contrast
with pattern-f, 11σ̄ and 22σ̄ keep almost the same magnitude with each other during the evolution of pattern-h due to the



Fig. 11. Temporal evolution of pattern-g, i.e., the stripe domain pattern with a/cþ and a/c� domain variants. Evolution of the domain morphology under
(a) upward bending and (b) downward bending. Domain fraction as a function of time step under (c) upward bending and (d) downward bending. Average
in-plane stresses and out-of-plane polarization in the nanofilms under (e) upward bending and (f) downward bending.
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equal fraction of a- and b-domains in the initial state. For the case of downward bending (Fig. 12b, d and f), the domain
evolution is also similar to that of pattern-f. As the flexoelectric field is in the same direction of initial c�-domains, the
switching of the initial domain pattern into c- monodomain state is much simpler than the upward bending case and is
accomplished by the shrinkage of in-plane domains. As a result, the evolution curves of the average in-plane stresses and
out-of-plane polarization in the nanofilm exhibit a linear feature.



Fig. 12. Temporal evolution of pattern-h, (i.e., the zigzag a/c/b/c domain pattern). Evolution of the domain morphology under (a) upward bending and
(b) downward bending. Domain fraction as a function of time step under (c) upward bending and (d) downward bending. Average in-plane stresses and
out-of-plane polarization in the nanofilms under (e) upward bending and (f) downward bending.
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4.5. Evolution of a written domain pattern under various cylindrical bending loads

Finally, we would like to investigate the domain evolution of a nanofilm written with “SYSU” domain pattern under
various cylindrical bending loads, to show how mechanical loads affect the information carried by the nanofilm. Note that
the simulation cell is 256 nm�128 nm�16 nm and the simulated temperature is T¼200 K to obtain a stable “SYSU”
pattern at free of mechanical load condition. Moreover, the surface flexoelectric coefficient f12

S is taken to be 10 V to include
a moderate surface flexoelectric field. Four different cylindrical bending loads are applied, including 0.005top botε ε= − = − ,
�0.01, 0.005, and 0.01, as respectively shown in Fig. 13a–d. It can be seen that at small bending loads (e.g., Fig. 13a and c),
the information remains stable. Meanwhile, under the combined effect of strain gradient and flexoelectric field, the “SYSU”



Fig. 13. Evolution of a written domain pattern “SYSU” under various cylindrical bending conditions: (a) 0.005top botε ε= − = − ; (b) 0.01top botε ε= − = − ;
(c) 0.005top botε ε= − = ; and (d) 0.01top botε ε= − = .
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domains are not stable and would be erased under a large downward bending as shown in Fig. 13b. For the large upward
bending condition (Fig. 13d), the information would also become unstable and evolve into a different domain pattern, with
the initial letters distorted into large domains. We think Fig. 13d depicts an interesting result as it indicates that mechanical
loads can be also utilized to assist writing domains. The above results clearly show that the information carried by a na-
nofilm can be retained, erased or distorted according to the direction and magnitude of the cylindrical bending.
5. Summary and discussion

To summarize, systematical phase-field simulations have been performed to explore the feasibility of utilizing me-
chanical loads and related flexoelectric effect to manipulate domain patterns in ferroelectric nanofilms. The flexoelectricity
has been included in the model within a rigorous framework, and the numerical solution of the model has been developed.
Combining Khachaturyan's microscopic elastic theory and Stroh's formalism of anisotropic elasticity, we adopt a fast Fourier
transform (FFT) technique to adequately calculate the electromechanical fields. We have simulated eight typical domain
patterns that can be developed in PbTiO3 nanofilms under zero external mechanical loads, and analyzed their evolution
characteristics in response to different mechanical loads and flexoelectric field. Our result shows that the stability of a
domain pattern is intimately related to its domain morphology (e.g., the domain phase, domain fraction and the continuity
of domains) and largely depends on its mechanical state. Domain patterns with a/c- and/or b/c-domain variants are found
more adaptive to the mechanical loads and flexoelectric field than those with pure c-domains. To adapt the mechanical
loads and flexoelectric field, the former ones can continuously adjust the volume fraction of a-, b- and c-domains, whereas
the latter ones have to change its pattern significantly. For cylindrical bending condition, the stability of domain patterns
largely depends on the magnitude of flexoelectric field related to the strain gradient. Except for domain patterns with 180°
c-domains, pure strain gradient (i.e., with negligible flexoelectric field) seems to have small effect on the domain patterns.
Meanwhile mechanical erasing of all the patterns can be achieved if there is a moderate surface-specific flexoelectric field.
Finally, we demonstrate the fruitful possibility of controlling the information in a nanofilm by mechanical loads.

Specifically, our result indicates that domain erasing effect can be achieved by pure strains (i.e., with negligible flexo-
electric field) for typical domain patterns (e.g., pattern-c with nanoscale cylindrical c�-domains embedded in cþ-domains
as shown in Fig. 4c). Moreover, we demonstrate that flexoelectric field can be exploited to invert nanodomains, in con-
sistence with the recent work using the flexoelectric field to invert ferroelectric nanodomain (Lu et al., 2012; Belletti et al.,
2014; Gu et al., 2015). The necessary flexoelectric field to erase nanodomains could be sufficiently smaller than the normal
applied electric field as pure mechanical loads also have great impact on the domain stability. Interestingly, our results also
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show that mechanical loads can be applied to induce specific domain patterns (e.g., vortex-like domain structure as shown
in Fig. 4c and e) and to assist writing of domains (see Fig. 13d). Besides their effects on domain structure, we believe that
mechanical loads and related flexoelectric effect could have broad impact on other physical properties of ferroelectrics.
Combining mechanical and electrical loads to manipulate ferroelectric domain pattern should be also an interesting topic for
further investigation.
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